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Stratos Jet Charters Announces Newest Vendor in Their 
Exclusive Approved Vendor Program 

ORLANDO, FL – Stratos Jet Charters, one of the fastest growing private jet charter companies in the 
nation, is pleased to announce the newest air carrier added to their innovative Approved Vendor 
Program. Based in the Los Angeles area, their newest vendor provides world class private jet charter 
service to and from San Luis Obispo (SBP), Santa Barbara (SBA), Van Nuys (VNY), Long Beach (LGB) and 
all other Los Angeles area airports. 

The unique Approved Vendor Program is unlike any other in the jet charter industry. To be included as 
an approved vendor with Stratos Jets, Part 135 Air Carriers are screened and graded in terms of 
operational history and overall safety, flight crew qualifications, the financial stability of their 
organization, and a number of other factors. If a carrier is graded as Excellent in each category, they can 
be added to the Stratos Jets Approved Vendor list, a requirement for doing business with the company. 

“The quality and level of service provided by our vendors and other business partners is critical to 
ensure that every client of Stratos Jets has a travel experience they would happily recommend to others. 
Our Approved Vendor Program shows our complete commitment to only work with the best of the best 
in the jet charter industry,” said Joel Thomas, President of Stratos Jet Charters. “This program represents 
our guarantee to jet charter consumers that they will be flying on the safest, best maintained Part 135 
aircraft and with the finest flight crews in the industry.” 

This newest air carrier admitted into the Stratos Jets Approved Vendor Program has a large fleet of 
expertly-maintained light, medium and heavy business jets. In addition to a range of other aircraft, they 
feature the very reliable and popular Cessna Citation series of private jets. The Citation X is the fastest 
operational civilian jet in the world, with state-of-the-art controls and avionics, powerful Rolls Royce 
engines, an innovative airframe and elliptical winglets, which greatly improve the aircraft’s lift-to-drag 
ratio. Not only does the Citation X fly at incredible speeds, it also features a range of 3070 nm, allowing 
for non-stop travel from coast to coast, such as Van Nuys Airport (VNY), California to Teterboro Airport 



 

 

(TEB), New Jersey. The world-class Citation Excel and its successor in the Citation line, the XLS, have the 
roomiest cabins in their class of mid-sized corporate jets, a stand-up configuration that can 
accommodate up to 10 passengers in complete luxury and comfort. 

Stratos Jets has a long history of working with the finest air carriers in North America, and their jet 
charter clients have assurance that they will always fly on the safest, most well-maintained and 
professionally operated aircraft. These long-term relationships and access to the finest planes and pilots 
also mean that Stratos Jets can always find the perfect aircraft and crew for every type of flight itinerary, 
and they can offer their clients the best possible pricing on every flight as well. 

The company feels the basis for their past success is built upon creating exceptional travel experiences 
to their clients and then earning their repeat business and referrals to other business aviation 
consumers and private jet charter travelers. They hope when it’s time to book your next private jet flight 
or request a quote that you’ll give them a call at (888) 593-9066 and speak with one of their air charter 
experts. Stratos Jet Charters is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to meet your travel wants and 
needs, and can have an aircraft ready at any domestic destination with as little as four hours’ notice. 

Stratos Jet Charters provides air charter service for US-based businesses and individuals. They believe 
that their success has come from the relationships they have built through good experiences, not long-
term contracts. It is the goal of their company to provide you with the exceptional service and attention 
to detail that earns the confidence of your repeat business. They provide air charter service that fits 
your schedule and can offer countless options to serve your needs. If you currently have an air charter 
service provider, please allow Stratos Jet Charters the opportunity to provide you with a competitive 
bid. They are sure that they can provide a level of service and convenience that will earn your repeat 
business. 
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